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As we enter yet another week of (mostly) staying in our 

apartments and homes, resources to help us through this 

unusual and challenging time become more important.  

Many resources are offered by other print and online media.  

But we have a promise to keep, made in our previous Special 

Limited Covid-19, Edition No. 2 to provide some good 

spiritual resources.  So, I’ve asked some of my reporters and 

other friends to assemble a variety of what we consider 

“spiritual” resources and we’ve presented them by category.  

We put “spiritual” in quotes because not everyone would consider these as “spiritual.”  Okay.  Still, we invite you to 

think outside the proverbial box.  Links to books will take you to Amazon.com.  The others to YouTube or another, 

indicated, site.  We’ll begin with our favorite pandemic resource:  humor! 

 

“GOD IS A COMEDIAN, PLAYING TO AN AUDIENCE TOO AFRAID TO LAUGH”  ~ Voltaire 

Have fun with these, but please, don’t be part of Voltaire’s audience! 

Dare to laugh at these absurd contributions from others.  It’s good 

practice for laughing at our own - and, just maybe, might provide you 

with inspiration for some further absurdities on your  

part!  Seriously, what’s a pandemic for if not for creating and doing 

something absurd?   
 

* VIDEO 1 -PASS THE SALT   

* VIDEO 2 – THE QUARANTINE PAPER MACHINE  
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   SOME SPIRITUAL RESOURCES TO HELP US THROUGH THE PANDEMIC 

CREATING OUR OWN SPIRITUAL RESOURCES IS A DO-IT-YOURSELF 

PROJECT.  FORTUNATELY, INSTRUCTIONS ARE SOMETIMES INCLUDED. 

FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION, HERE ARE SOME OF OUR OFFERINGS 

 Dear Freedom’s View Community, 

     Freedom’s  View  
                        A COM MENTARY ON GOVERNMENT FROM ATOP THE CAPITOL 

 
                                      www.FreedomsView.org 

 

                                     “All the other alternative facts you need to know” Too much time on my hands . . .  

https://youtu.be/nORRgU8sGdE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-kffqzfJx8
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                                                   (ADVERTISEMENT) 

PANDEMIC ABATEMENT KEEP-SAFE FUNNELS FOR PEOPLE  

You know the drill by now.  To “flatten the curve” of rising infections of the coronavirus, the 

CDC has advised:  

• Frequent handwashing of at least 20 seconds 

• Maintain a social distance of at least 6 feet 

• Refrain from touching your face 

• Wear a (homemade) mask in crowded public places  

• Standing on your head and spiting beer caps might be the next one 

•  IT IS IMPORTANT TO DO ALL FOUR . . . (OR FIVE) 

What’s a person to do?  

KEEP-SAFE PEOPLE FUNNELS are a brilliant answer!  They will fit most average to large adults.  

For the frequently-face-touching-snot-nosed-little-Covid-19-vectors in our families, the 

collars are available from extra-small on up.   

To improve the funnels’ usefulness, but without limiting their effectiveness, a small hole has 

been drilled in each funnel at the level of the user’s mouth.  Through this hole, the included 

plastic straw with a bendable top can be inserted in order to provide the user with what 

Sheldon on “The Big Bang Theory” would call, “a cool, refreshing beverage.”  With our 

company’s ecologically sensitive interest in not further contributing to the Pacific Ocean 

Garbage Gyre, the straw has a lanyard affixed to it and is connected to the collar itself.  A 

small clip on the side of the funnel provides a place for the straw to reside when not in use.   

Mr. Abercrombie Papoofnick, CEO, said at a press briefing: “ Depending on the size ordered, 

the adult funnels range from $29.95 to $39.95.  All children’s sizes are $17.50.  For senior 

citizens of limited means, we are making all the adult sizes available for the ridiculously low 

price of only $20.00 each.     

“We’re planning on marketing our Keep-Safe People Funnels on Etsy.com.  They will fit right 

in with . . . how should I say this . . . should I say this? . . . oh, heck, I'm a CORC now (a Certified 

Old Retired Codger), and I they say I have greatly weakened propriety filters   . . . so I'll just 

come right out and say it . . . with Etsy’s prominently featured . . . .”                                   

(Note:  Legal counsel for AFM, LLC has advised us to censor Mr. Papoofnick’s example of 

Etsy’s featured product.  Among its many products, Etsy.com offers some which are 

definitely R-rated.  Ours is, in all ways, G-rated.  The example Mr. Papoofnick was so 
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impulsively about to give is among Etsy’s R-rated.  We have no idea why he was about to 

associate our product with them.  We will alert the Board.  ~ Thank you for your 

understanding.) 

                                            

KEEP-SAFE PEOPLE FUNNELS (pictured below) are available in a quite festive transparent 

purple, as well as transparent gray for the smart, working-from-home business person who 

needs to appear more “professional” as they Zoom-Conference with work colleagues.  

 

Of course, there are always those who are skeptical of such a device.   

(That seems to happen at the start of each 

and every pandemic!)  Some skeptics have 

incorrectly even likened it to the frivolous 

Turntable Scratch Pad for Cats, featured 

on Amazon.com (pictured below.) 

                 

They most definitely are not! 

It should be noted that, as previously 

stated, the KEEP-SAFE PEOPLE FUNNEL 

addresses all current and anticipated 

future CDC guidelines.  First, especially 

when combined with your homemade facemask, they are effective in preventing the user 

from touching their own face.  Second, the appearance of a masked wearer of the KEEP-SAFE 

PEOPLE FUNNEL is such that it strongly encourages others to keep at least 6 feet away. Third, 

in the event that the CDC issues a recommendation that people should  also stand on their 

heads and spit beer caps, the strong, circular, above-the-head KEEP-SAFE PEOPLE FUNNEL 

will provide a generous and stable platform to assist the user in complying. 

 

 

KEEP-SAFE PEOPLE FUNNELS, shown 

in Festive Purple and Business Gray.  

Note their comfortable, padded edges 

and ventilation holes for long-term 

wearing with ease. 

PROTECT YOURSELF AND YOUR COMMUNITY:  GET YOUR KEEP-SAFE PEOPLE 

FUNNEL TODAY!  JUST CALL 1-(800) 555-5555.  Funneled Operators are standing by. 
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IF BEING COOPED UP IS DRIVING YOU NUTS, TRY REFRAMING IT 
 

My wife, Sandy, and I were recently released from two weeks of self-quarantine to our apartment in the 

Independent Living section of a continuing care retirement community.  We had contact with a friend who 

tested positive for Covid-19.  We’re glad that our friend, although she felt quite miserable, didn’t require 

hospitalization.  She reports that she is now on her second day of finally feeling like her old self again, 

although she’s remaining at home.  We continue to be symptom-free, and as “normal” as is possible for 

two eccentrics.  On April 1,  

I donned my fool’s cap and we both celebrated our release by finally taking a walk outside. 

Like many others, we’re trying to adjust to not being able to indulge in our usual group activities, especially 

those outside in the spring weather which is now stutter-stepping its way into Northern Virginia.  Along 

with millions of others, we’re needing to cope with being cooped up together for an extended, 

indeterminate time.  So far, we have not killed each other! 

Meditating about my frustration about being confined by our four walls during our quarantine,  

I noticed my mood had begun to change.  I began to acquire a satisfying fondness for these four walls upon 

which we have hung our favorite paintings and graphics.  No longer do I regard them as enemies enforcing 

our confinement, but as allies of ours . . . and of our community. 

The shift happened as I re-read a poem I wrote long ago.  Its words helped me to make that shift in 

perspective.  Since I hope it may do the same for you, its backstory may be useful. 

In 1992, during my 40-year career as a pastoral counselor, one of my clients was approaching the core of 

her painful issues.  One day, she asked that universal, pertinent question: “How long?”  How much longer 

would she have to come to see me before she had worked through her issues sufficiently?  In her question, 

I heard echoes of the prophet Isaiah (6:11ff) when he asked the same question of God.  Boiled down, God’s 

response was discouraging at best.  It indicated there would be a very long time ahead in which things 

would get worse. 

I talked further with my client about how all her hard work had brought her to this critical point.  I 

suggested to her that neither of us could know exactly how long, and that she had some hard traveling  

ahead.  But, I continued, it’s essential to go into the darkness in order for a very bright light to dawn.  

(WELL-CONSTRUCTED) HUMOR REFRAMES AN 

ARDUOUS REALITY SO WE CAN BETTER COPE WITH IT!  
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Although this might feel like entering the valley of the shadow, I assured her that I would be with her every 

step of the way and, if necessary, between sessions. 

In the intervening week, the poem below came to me.  At our next session, I read it to her.  Just as the 

poem had helped me no longer to resent our four walls, so it helped her to acquire a new respect for the 

walls of her psychological defenses that had long protected her:  walls that, appropriately, were so slow to 

yield in the ongoing therapy process.   

May the same poem be similarly useful to you.  In the meantime, consider taking a page from the playbook 

of Pontius Pilate and redeeming it:  wash your hands and keep a protective distance (but, by all electronic 

and other means, do keep in “touch” with one another!) 

                                                       
Nuts! 

                   “Unless a seed fall to the ground and die, it cannot bring forth new life” 
             ~ Jesus, a rabbi from Nazareth 

 
Spring begins with a CRACK! of the bat 
In a park with the cheers. . . . 
Spring begins with a CRACK! in the heart 
That breaks, spilling tears. . . . 
Spring begins in the dark 
Where there's no one who hears 
The shell of the nut going CRACK! 
Listen! 
The green shoot appears! 
 
Behind brown hardness since the Fall, 
It waits. . .silently. . .darkly 
And wishes for 
All it's worth to be known. . . 
Its secrets bare. . . 
But not here! Not there! 
Not now! It is too soon. 
(The sun, at noon, 
Yet is slanting low.) 
 
And so, defended 'gainst the mortal cold, 
Its own counsel keeps, and sleeps 
Down within the humus 
And the mold: 

 
             Where it is grateful for that structured, strictured, 

Boundaried husk which 
Gives not life, 
Yet saves it by the purchase of some time: 
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Swaddling time . . . holding time. . . 
Until, in time's fullness, ready 
It answers the subversive call of Spring: 
That perverse Mystery of death and birth so mingling. 
 
CRACK! the shell's embrace is broken free, 
Releasing -- in giddy, adolescent mirth -- 
Into the damp and warming earth 
A new, green wager that now the sun is right. 
 
But what of that now-spent shell, 
Whose broken, ugly shards repel 
The notice of squirrels and 
Other connoisseurs of Spring? 
A funeral of dignity and celebration 
Is its due. 
 
So, let the word go forth, 
Sounded by the trumpets on the vine, 
That it gave up its life in the fine 
Service of protecting what it could not give: 
Abundant liveliness to live! 
Above let its marker be the green, 
Rich extravagance that once was only dream 
In silence and in secret. 
 
And on that marker let its epitaph be read: 
"I held on not too long, too tight, 
But broke and bled, 
To let the green life out . . . 
Certain that the sun was right!" 

 
                                         © 1992 

                                James M. Truxell 
    

NOTE:  This poem was first published in A Guide for Caregivers:  Keeping Your Spirit Healthy When Your 
Caregiver Duties and Responsibilities Are Dragging You Down, W.   Benjamin Pratt (Read the Spirit Books, an 
imprint of David Crumm Media, LLC,  Canton, Michigan, 2011).   
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                                               SING, SING A SONG! 
 
 

 

 

 

Before radio, TV and the internet provided diversion, many families regularly gathered their members and 
sang songs together – often to the accompaniment of someone playing an old upright piano.  They’d do this 
particularly when life took a difficult turn.  That’s probably as old as “civilized” humanity itself.  For example: 

The Moravian revival in the early 1700’s rode in on the wave 
of music. John Wesley and his brother, Charles, were 
introduced to the Moravians (whom John, in his diary, calls 
“the Germans) through their hymn singing as they sailed for 
Georgia in October 1735.   On the four-month journey, a storm 
came up suddenly and broke the main mast. While the 
Englishmen were crying, this group of Moravians calmly sang 
hymns and prayed.  He wrote in his diary this of them on that day: “At seven I went to the Germans. I had 
long before observed the great seriousness of their behaviour. Of their humility they had given a continual 
proof, by performing those servile offices for the other passengers, which none of the English would 
undertake; for which they desired, and would receive no pay, saying, ‘it was good for their proud hearts,’ and 
‘their loving Saviour had done more for them.’ Wesley was impressed by their personal faith in the face of a 
dangerous, life-threatening storm. He became convinced of his inner weakness while the Moravians seemed 
to possess an inner faith which he did not.  Later, when John finally found a strong faith, his brother Charles 
saw to it that the Methodist revival in England that soon followed, and later in America, would not lack for 
hymns to sing, penning more than 6,000! 

Since we’re all cooped up, why not bring that tradition back?  Sing! Just sing a song!  With ALL the many 
resources online, you won’t have any trouble assembling a playlist from your favorite genres.  Why not 
have each member of the family pick one, say why they chose it and anything else they wanted to add.  
Then, if necessary, teach it to all the others.  Try accompanying your singing on an instrument or two!  
 
              

 

 

         

Sing, sing a song, sing out loud, sing out strong. 

Sing of good things not bad, sing of happy not sad. 

Sing, sing a song. 

 

Sing, sing a song. 

Make it simple to last your whole life long,  

Don't' worry that it's not enough for anyone else to hear.  

Just sing, sing a song!  ~ The Carpenters (1973) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2VZkk7wbVg
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THIS SING-ALONG IS FOR ALL YOU LONELY PEOPLE!  
With everyone staying home trying to avoid the Covid-19 virus and flatten the curve, I thought it might be 
fun to have a sing-along using a re-worded version of “Lonely People” by the 1970s folk/rock group 
America.  Sing along either with those in your home, and/or with others via Zoom or Skype.  

On the page below are: 1) the original lyrics by Cathie and Dan Peek; 2) some of the history of the song; 3) a 
changed metaphor; 4) sources for its music & how to sing it.  The re-worded lyrics are on the page after 
that.  Have fun with this . . . add additional stanzas . . . re-word another song!       ~ Armed Freedom 

              "Lonely People"  
This is for all the lonely people  
Thinking that life has passed them by  
Don't give up until you drink from the silver cup  
And ride that highway in the sky  
 
This is for all the single people  
Thinking that love has left them dry  
Don't give up until you drink from the silver cup  
You never know until you try  
 
Well, I'm on my way  
Yes, I'm back to stay  
Well, I'm on my way back home (Hit it) (an instrumental riff follows this) 
  
This is for all the lonely people  
Thinking that life has passed them by  
Don't give up until you drink from the silver cup  
And never take you down or never give you up  
You never know until you try 
  

From Wikipedia:  
"Lonely People" was written as an optimistic response to the Beatles' song "Eleanor Rigby". Dan Peek 
considered "Eleanor Rigby" an "overwhelming" "picture...of the masses of lost humanity, drowning in grey 
oblivion" and would recall being "lacerated" on first hearing the lyrics of its chorus which run "All the lonely 
people: where do they all come from...where do they all belong". "Lonely People" was written within a few 
weeks of Dan Peek's 1973 marriage to Catherine Mayberry. Peek: "I always felt like a melancholy, lonely 
person. And now [upon getting married] I felt like I’d won." The lyrics of "Lonely People" advise "all the 
lonely people": "Don't give up until you drink from the silver cup", a metaphor which Dan Peek thus 
explains: "It's possible to drink from another's well of experience...and be refreshed." 
  
ABOUT THE RE-WORDED VERSION’S CHANGED METAPHOR: Wikipedia also says, “A loving cup is a shared 
drinking container traditionally used at weddings and banquets. It usually has two handles and is often 
made of silver.” I changed the metaphor from “silver cup” to “loving cup.” Since its use has always been at 
marital and communal bonding celebrations, perhaps it’s not too much of a stretch to think of the “loving 
cup” also as the silver or brass chalice used in Holy Communion (Eucharist) in many Christian churches.  
                                                                                                                                                            ~  Armed Freedom  
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America‘s original recording can be found here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYGvKc7Q1PUA A 
karaoke version can be found here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYWlwM5wvOM  
(NOTES FOR SINGING: This re-worded version has six verses, and the refrain repeats three times. So, for 
this re-worded version, I suggest you sing the first two verses and the refrain as in the recording. Then, 
repeat two more times. Learn and adapt everything as you see fit. Also, please consider writing your own 
verses! Just use your own inspiration, plus RhymeZone.com if you need some help finding words and 
rhymes. Enjoy!)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYGvKc7Q1PUA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYWlwM5wvOM
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                                             “LONELY PEOPLE”   
                                                 
                                             This is for all the ER workers  

Seeing their patients collapse and die  
Don’t give up until you drink from the loving cup  
Respect those tender tears in your eye  
 
This is for all the first responders  
Speeding off to whatever’s gone awry  
Don’t give up until you drink from the loving cup  
“Suit-Up! Let’s Roll!” is your proud cry  
 
We’re all on our way  
To a much better day  
When we care for one another, we’ll come home  
 
This is for all the politicians  
Those working to make our nation whole  
Don’t give up until you drink from the loving cup  
Do it right so you don’t lose your soul  
 
This is for all delivery people  
Bringing food and speeding the supply  
Don’t give up until you drink from the loving cup  
Be safe out there as you go flying by  
 
We’re all on our way  
To a much better day  
When we care for one another, we’ll come home 
  
This is for all the house-bound people  
Marking the days and nights passing by  
Don’t give up until you drink from the loving cup  
We’ll all be with one another, by and by  
 
This is for all the Eleanor Rigbys  
Figuring they never will belong  
Don’t give up until you drink from the loving cup  
You belong to us all - that’s why this song!  
 
Well we’re on our way  

To a much better day  

As we cared for one another, we came home 

These are re-worded lyrics - Original lyrics by Cathie & Dan Peek    

  Recorded in 1974 by the folk/rock group, America for their album, “Holiday”) 
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“Of making many books there is no end, and much study is a 

weariness of the flesh.” 

                                                                                                                                                                 
Ecclesiastes 12:12 

If you have a teenager in your home, they will no doubt agree with 

Ecclesiastes, as so much at-home studying is, indeed, fatiguing. That 

(in)famous book (the title of which might just as well be called The Preacher, 

is in the Jewish Bible (Old Testament.)  It meditates on the absurdity of 

people trying to control the uncontrollable aspects of life.  The Preacher 

concludes that it’s all vanity, just “a striving after the wind.”   

As to the endless making of books, the hearts of authors and publishers 

around the world are gladdened by that prospect, if not what The Preacher 

does with it.  Books are also unable to establish our control over it. 

However, and it’s a big however, 

some books can be useful.  While they can’t instruct us about how 

to be in control of the uncontrollable, they can and do teach us how 

to surf the chaos – how to dance in the dragon’s mouth, if you will.  

There are, in fact, many such books out there.  For example, most 

books that are faithful to the broad Buddhist tradition, be they 

fiction or non-fiction, explain the Buddha’s teachings about stepping 

back and observing the swirling chaos, but without being consumed 

by it.  For that matter, so do the Christian mystics. 

At the end of this issue, we’ll present a collection of very brief essays by the Fransciscan priest, Richard Rohr.  

He offers a unique, and very helpful take on the spiritual meaning of this pandemic.  (No, it’s not what you’re 

probably thinking it is!) 

But for now, here are two books that address the early and later years of life.  

You may not be there yet, HOWEVER, if you are fortunate to survive into them, 

knowing what some of the opportunities are, may serve you well today.  The 

books may help you anticipate some of the changes that await you . . . changes 

that now seem abstract and theoretical . . . but which one day will be very much 

upon you.  Living now with an awareness of then seems like a useful option to 

consider!  Hey, you’re cooped up:  got time to read? 
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The Gift of Years:  Growing Older Gracefully, by Joan Chittister, OSB.  She’s a now-84-year-old nun of the 

Benedictine Sisters of Erie, PA.  A review by Publishers Weekly says:  “Well-known in 

Catholic circles for her willingness to take on anybody-even the pope-in defense of 

women's rights, Chittister . . . examines how it feels ‘to be facing that time of life for which 

there is no career plan.’  Clearly, getting older has not diminished the controversial nun, 

activist, lecturer, and author of over 40 books on feminism, nonviolence and Benedictine 

wisdom. This collection of inspirational reflections, not meant to be read in one sitting, or 

even in order, but one topic at a time, abounds in gentle insights and arresting aphorisms:  

‘”Act your age' can be useful advice when you're seventeen; it's a mistake when you're 

seventy-seven.”’  Beginning each short chapter with a trenchant quotation (‘It takes a long time,’ Pablo 

Picasso wrote, ‘to become young’), she ponders topics such as fear, mystery, forgiveness and legacy. Old age 

is rich for those who choose to thrive, not wither:  ‘We can recreate ourselves in order to be creative in the 

world in a different way than the boundaries of our previous life allowed.’"    

 

Falling Upward:  Spiritually for the Two Halves of Life - The psychoanalyst Carl Jung (1875 – 1961) said that 

the second half of life presents different questions, for which the answers 

discovered in life’s first half are inadequate. The second half of life, he 

maintained, requires answers that are spiritual in nature.  His own words are 

more graceful:  “One cannot live the afternoon of life according to the program 

of life’s morning; for what was great in the morning will be of little importance 

in the evening, and what in the morning was true will at evening become a lie.”  

In this book, Franciscan priest Richard Rohr, founder of the Center for Action and Contemplation in 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, presents his take on both halves of life and the spirituality appropriate to each. 

Rohr is a man of catholic (no pun intended) intellectual pursuits. Familiar with Jung, the wisdom of 12-

Step programs, quantum physics, Buddhism, steeped both in the Bible and the “alternative orthodoxy” of 

Franciscan theology, his many books and daily meditations (very important examples of which 

immediately follow) always present fresh and relevant insights, agree with him or not.  Falling Upward is 

an excellent example of his approach.  Although writing as a Christian, he approaches his subject matter 

in a way that means to communicate clearly to persons of many different faiths and those of no faith at 

all. No matter how old you are, this book’s relevant, often outside-the-box insights will cause you to 

ponder and apply them to your own life right now – here in the middle of this pandemic.     

 

Sorry . . . we just couldn’t help ourselves!  In yet another of Rohr’s books, Eager 

to Love, he takes the reader “beyond the birdbath, reclaims the mysticism 

inherent in the Franciscan legacy - offering it as an alternative to the 

hierarchical, patriarchal and authoritarian Christianity he suggests mainly 

responsible for so much of contem-porary agnosticism in the West. He seeks to 

"reignite the Franciscan revolution," which is universally accessible and 

inclusive.  He’s a bridge builder between the Chris-tian mystical tradition and estranged seekers of every 

ilk. - 

National Catholic Reporter 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Gift-Years-Growing-Older-Gracefully/dp/1933346337
https://www.amazon.com/Falling-Upward-Spirituality-Halves-Life/dp/0470907754
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OUR LAST SPIRITUAL RESOURCE GIVES A VERY DIFFERENT REFRAME TO THIS PANDEMIC 

Rohr emails his “Daily Meditations” to those who request them.  A link for doing so is here. The 13 

meditations included here are collectively titled “Reality Initiating Us.” In them, Rohr offers a 

psycho/spiritual/anthropological reframing of the Covid-19 pandemic.  In Part I, he begins by presenting 

“the hard side” of the pandemic, reflecting on the 5 statements that initiation rites across many cultures 

seek to teach those being initiated.  In Part II, he explores these statements further by placing alongside 

them biblical perspectives offering hope to those being initiated.  Chiefly, these are drawn from the 

Christian Bible (New Testament).  If those are not the scriptures of your faith tradition, I encourage you to 

read them anyhow.  Then, turn these texts into idioms more suitable to you. 

 

 It may be useful for some readers to know that Rohr uses the word “Christ” a specific way.  In his book, 

The Universal Christ, Rohr presents “an incarnational worldview (in which there is) the profound 

recognition of the divine in literally ‘every thing’ and ‘every one.’” “Christ” is another name for everything:  

for Creation, the first attempt of God to (always) become what God loves.  Jesus’s last name is not Christ(!) 

but a further attempt on God’s part to become what God loves, i.e. human beings. Jesus as “Christ” is 

God’s template for others becoming fully-human-because-fully-open-to-God (my words.) “God doesn’t so 

much come into the world as God emerges out of an already Christ-soaked world.”  “Christ is God, and 

Jesus is the Christ’s historical manifestation in time” (Rohr’s italics.)  For Rohr, the third incarnation is the 

“the Beloved Community.”  As someone who definitely has a “lover’s quarrel” with the institutional 

church, Rohr would likely contend that, while the church’s specific calling is to be the Beloved Community, 

that is only in order to lead the world by its example into relationships that are characterized by 

compassion, inclusivity, justice-seeking, and humble service. To conflate any particular instance of the 

church with the perfection of the Beloved Community would be an act of idolatry.  “We are still in the 

flow.” 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cac.org/sign-up/
https://www.amazon.com/Universal-Christ-Forgotten-Reality-Everything/dp/1524762091
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Reality Initiating Us: 

Part One 
NOTE:  The following seven brief articles are all written by Fr. Richard Rohr 

Center for Action and Contemplation 

CAC.org 

The Patterns That Are Always True  

Sunday, March 29, 2020  

In this time of global crisis, it may be that reality is revealing itself to us—through great suffering—

universal patterns that are always true. A little over fifteen years ago, I wrote a book called Adam’s 

Return that focused on male initiation rites. These are the sacred rituals in indigenous cultures that 

marked the symbolic growth of a self-referential boy to a generative, compassionate man. While that 

book was written specifically for men, it seems to me that reality is “initiating” all of us to know and live 

by these same essential truths. This week I will be trying to present this global crisis as a global initiation 

into what matters and what lasts.  Now women need this essential initiation just as much as men.  

The work of sacred rituals like initiation was to situate life in a bigger frame, so nature, beauty, suffering, 

work, sexuality, and ordinary moments were seen to have transcendent significance. They gave life 

meaning— the one thing the soul cannot live without. Heaven and earth have to be put together or this 

world never becomes home. That integration is the necessary human and spiritual task, at which 

initiation rites succeeded, probably on a much broader scale than modern churches.   

Initiation was always, in some form, an experience of the tension and harmony of opposites: of loss and 

renewal, darkness and light, the cycle of seasons, death and resurrection, yin and yang, the paschal 

mystery. Somehow initiates had to see the wide screen and, at least for a moment, find goodness and 

meaning in what was offered right in front of them, which is all we can love anyway. Universally, early 

cultures insisted on large doses of separation, silence, looking, listening, and various kinds of suffering.   

In my cross-cultural research on male initiation rites, I perceived five consistent lessons or truths 

communicated to the initiate, meant to separate initiates from their attachment to who they think they 

are and reattach them to who they really are.   

In this time of global disruption, these lessons can help us align to reality, our own belonging in it, and 

remain grounded in the infinitely trustworthy presence of God.   

These five essential messages of initiation are:   

1. Life is hard.  

2. You are not important.   

3. Your life is not about you.   

4. You are not in control.   

5. You are going to die.   
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Fr. Rohr begins these lessons with this note:  You may be shocked by the seemingly negative character 

of these five truths. Most Western postmodern people are, but there’s no way around these truths, hard 

as they may be.  In fact, one could say much of the superficiality of our world is because we stopped 

growing up men. We will be exploring these five lessons in this week’s Daily Meditations and their 

positive spiritual counterparts the following week. None of this is easy work. We typically want to flee 

from our current anxiety, grief and pain, but I encourage you to stay with these messages. They are 

truths for your soul that can help you find meaning and a sense of God’s compassionate presence inside 

of the chaos.   

Lesson One: Life Is Hard  

Monday, March 30, 2020  

You have to be sick and tired of being sick and tired before recovery can begin.  —Twelve Step Wisdom  

All great spirituality is about what we do with our pain. Creation has a pattern of wisdom; and we dare 

not shield ourselves from it, or we literally will lose our soul. We can obey commandments, believe 

doctrines, and attend church services all our lives and still daily lose our souls if we run from the 

necessary cycle of loss and renewal. Death and resurrection are lived out at every level of the cosmos, 

but only one species thinks it can avoid it—the human species.   

I am afraid that many of us with privilege have been able to become very naïve about pain and suffering 

in the United States and the Western world. We simply don’t have time for it. However, by trying to 

handle all suffering through willpower, denial, medication, or even therapy, we have forgotten 

something that should be obvious: we do not handle suffering; suffering handles us— in deep and 

mysterious ways that become the very matrix of life and especially new life. Only suffering and certain 

kinds of awe lead us into genuinely new experiences. All the rest is merely the confirmation of old 

experience.   

It is amazing to me that the cross or crucifix became the central Christian logo, when its rather obvious 

message of inevitable suffering is aggressively disbelieved in most Christian countries, individuals, and 

churches. We are clearly into ascent, achievement, and accumulation. The cross became a mere totem, 

a piece of jewelry. We made the Jesus symbol into a mechanical and distant substitutionary atonement 

theory instead of a very personal and intense at-one-ment process, the very reality of love’s unfolding. 

We missed out on the positive and redemptive meaning of our own pain and suffering. It was something 

Jesus did for us (substitutionary), but not something that revealed and invited us into the same pattern. 

We are not punished for our sins, we are punished by our sins (such as blindness, egocentricity, illusions, 

or pride).  

It seems that nothing less than some kind of pain will force us to release our grip on our small 

explanations and our self-serving illusions. Resurrection will always take care of itself, whenever death is 

trusted. It is the cross, the journey into the necessary night, of which we must be convinced, and then 

resurrection is offered as a gift.   

In this time of suffering we have to ask ourselves, what are we going to do with our pain? Are we going 

to blame others for it? Are we going to try to fix it? No one lives on this earth without it. It is the great 
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teacher, although none of us want to admit it. If we do not transform our pain, we will transmit it in 

some form. How can we be sure not to transmit our pain onto others?  

 

 

Lesson Two: You Are Not Important  

Tuesday, March 31, 2020  

 O God, if I worship you in fear of hell, burn me in hell. If I worship you in hope of paradise, shut me out 

from paradise. But if I worship you for your own sake, do not withhold from me your everlasting beauty. 

—Rábi‘a (717–801), Islamic mystic and poet  

When we are willing to be transformed, we stop wasting time theorizing, projecting, denying, or 

avoiding our own ego resistance. The true spiritual teacher is not afraid to give us a dose of humiliation. 

If we immediately balk at some minor blow to our ego, the teacher knows that no basic transformation 

into our True Self has taken place yet. It takes a masterful teacher or mentor to teach us that we are not 

important. Otherwise, reality itself teaches us: painful life situations have to dismantle us brick by brick, 

decade by decade.   

Jesus knew that he needed to destabilize a person’s false, separate self before they could understand 

that they had a True Self.  But destabilizing our security systems and our ego is always a hard sell. He 

says, “What does it profit a person if they gain the whole world and lose their soul?” (Luke 9:25). 

Typically, it is the prophets who deconstruct the ego and the group, while priests and pastors are 

supposed to reconstruct them into divine union. As God said in the inaugural vision to Jeremiah: “Your 

job is to take apart and demolish, and then start over building and planting anew” (Jeremiah 1:10).   

True master teachers, like Jeremiah and Jesus, are both prophets and pastors, which is why their 

teaching is almost too much for us. They both deconstruct and reconstruct. But the only reason they can 

tell us that we are not important is because they also announce to us our infinite and unearned 

importance. Maybe the reason we have to be reminded of the first truth is because we no longer believe 

the second. We no longer allow our separate self to be humiliated because we no longer believe in the 

Great Self.   

Our personality and self-image are all we have.   

Every parable or spiritual riddle, every one of Jesus’ confounding questions is intended to bring up the 

limitations of our own wisdom, power, or tiny self. If we have not yet touched upon our essence, we will 

continue to build up ego structures in defense of our momentary form. Most Westerners no longer 

tolerate it when our small selves are ignored, subverted, or humiliated. We appear to be lost in a 

whirlwind of images, all passing and changing week by week.   

With all of us globally experiencing our common vulnerability to this virus we can learn the lesson that 

we are one in our humanity. No one is more important than anyone else.  Powerlessness is the 

beginning of wisdom, as the Twelve-Steppers say. All we can finally do is pray that we allow the flow of 

the Spirit’s very presence within us. If there is no living water flowing through us, then we must pray for 
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the desire for it to flow! Once the desire for something more is stirred and recognized, it is just a matter 

of time. Nothing less will every totally satisfy us again.   

 

 

Lesson Three: Your Life Is Not About You  

Wednesday, April 1, 2020  

 After any true initiating experience, we know that we are a part of a much bigger whole. Life is not 

about us, but we are about life. We are not our own. We are an instance of a universal and even eternal 

pattern. Life is living itself in us. We have been substituting the part for the whole! This message is an 

earthquake in the brain, a hurricane in the heart.   

Accepting that our lives are not about us is a Copernican revolution of the mind, and it is just as hard for 

each individual today as it was for earthbound humans when they discovered that our planet was not 

the center of the universe. It takes a major and monumental shift in consciousness, and it is always given 

and received with major difficulty. It comes as an epiphany, as pure grace and deliverance, and never as 

logic or necessary conclusion.   

Understanding that our lives are not about us is the connection point with everything else. It lowers the 

mountains and fills in the valleys that we have created, as we gradually recognize that the myriad forms 

of life in the universe are merely parts of the one life that most of us call God. After such a discovery, we 

are grateful to be a part—and only a part! We do not have to figure it all out, straighten it all out, or 

even do it perfectly by ourselves. We do not have to be God. It is an enormous weight off our backs. All 

we have to do is participate!   

After this epiphany, things like praise, gratitude, and compassion come naturally—like breath. True 

spirituality is not taught; it is caught once our sails have been unfurled to the Spirit. Henceforth our very 

motivation and momentum for the journey toward holiness and wholeness is immense gratitude for 

already having it!   

I am convinced that the reason Christians have misunderstood many of Jesus’ teachings is because we 

did not understand his pedagogy. Jesus’ way of education was intended to situate his followers to a 

larger life, which he called his “Father,” or what we might call today God, the Real, or Life. When we 

could not make clear dogma or moral codes out of Jesus’ teaching, many Christians simply abandoned it 

in any meaningful sense. For this reason, the Sermon on the Mount—the essence of Jesus’ teaching—

seems to be the least quoted by Christians. We sought a prize of later salvation, instead of the freedom 

of present simplicity.   

My life is not about me. It is about God. It is about a willing participation in a larger mystery. At this time, 

we do this by not rejecting or running from what is happening but by accepting our current situation and 

asking God to be with us in it. Paul of Tarsus said it well: “The only thing that finally counts is not what 

human beings want or try to do, but the mercy of God” (Romans 9:16). Our lives are about allowing life 

to “be done unto us,” which is Mary’s prayer at the beginning and Jesus’ prayer at the end.   
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Lesson Four: You Are Not In Control  

Thursday, April 2, 2020  

 At some moment I did answer Yes to Someone—or Something—and from that hour I was certain that 

existence is meaningful and that, therefore, my life in self-surrender had a goal. —Dag Hammarskjöld  

To be in control of one’s destiny, job, or finances is nearly an unquestionable moral value in Western 

society. The popular phrase “take control of your life” even sounds mature and spiritual. It is the 

fundamental message of nearly every self-help book. On a practical level, it is true, but not on the big 

level. Our bodies, our souls, and especially our failures teach us this as we get older. We are clearly not 

in control, as this pandemic is now teaching the whole planet. It is amazing that we need to assert the 

obvious.   

Learning that we are not in control situates us correctly in the universe. If we are to feel at home in this 

world, we have to come to know that we are not steering this ship. That teaching is found in the mystical 

writings of all religions. Mystics know they are being guided, and their reliance upon that guidance is 

precisely what allows their journey to happen. We cannot understand that joy and release unless we’ve 

have been there and experienced the freedom for ourselves.  

In my life I have found the mystic teachings of St. Thérèse of Lisieux (1873-1897) helpful for living into 

this truth. She was a master teacher who was never afraid of presenting humiliating evidence about 

herself. She called this her “little way.” As she so brilliantly put it, “If you are willing to bear serenely the 

trial of being displeasing to yourself, you will be for [Jesus] a pleasant place of shelter.” [2] What gives 

religion such a bad name is that most religious people are eager to be pleasing to themselves, and want 

to be a part of a “big way.”  

Being willing to be “displeasing to ourselves,” or to allow our autonomous ego’s needs to take a back 

seat to the larger field of love, is part of what it means to not be in willful control.   

Gerald May (1940–2005), one of my own teachers, very helpfully contrasts willingness with willfulness:   

Willingness implies a surrendering of one’s self-separateness, an entering-into, an immersion in the 

deepest processes of life itself. It is a realization that one already is a part of some ultimate cosmic 

process and it is a commitment to participation in that process. In contrast, willfulness is a setting of 

oneself apart from the fundamental essence of life in an attempt to master, direct, control, or otherwise 

manipulate existence. [1]  

For many of us, this may be the first time in our lives that we have felt so little control over our own 

destiny and the destiny of those we love.  This lack of control initially feels like a loss, a humiliation, a 

stepping backward, an undesired vulnerability. However, recognizing our lack of control is a universal 

starting point for a serious spiritual walk towards wisdom and truth.   

Please join me in trying to be faithful to that walk, even as we pray for God’s mercy for those who suffer, 

and especially the most marginalized.   
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Lesson Five: You Are Going To Die  

Friday, April 3, 2020  

 The surprise of surprises is that although everybody who has ever lived in this world has died, for some 

reason, we think we won’t. —Hindu aphorism  

Jesus did not once tell us to worship him; he only told us to follow him on the necessary three-day 

journey that Christians celebrate during Holy Week. And “three days” did not necessarily mean Friday to 

Sunday. It is a classic initiatory phrase for going the distance or the full cycle. The transformational 

journey of death and resurrection is the only—and always denied—message. It really is the way we are 

saved.   

However, death, in any form, is perceived as the great human enemy. We construct much of our lives to 

avoid it, delay it, and deny it. It seems that we are not ready to die, until we have truly lived. Ironically, 

people who touch upon real life are the ones who can also let go of it. It is the people who have not yet 

begun to live who fear death the most. True insight has not happened to them yet, which leaves them 

without a center, foundation, or even primal desire. Their core has not been touched and so they have 

nothing to harken back to or look forward to or anything to trust deeply within. They are afraid. And we 

must be honest that this is much of humanity.   

In initiation rites, some ritual of death and resurrection was the centerpiece. This is probably why Jesus 

sought out and submitted to the death and rebirth ritual of John the Baptist at the Jordan River. It is 

probably why he kept talking to his disciples, three times in Mark’s Gospel, about the necessity of this 

death journey, and why three times they changed the subject (8:31–10:45). It is undoubtedly why he 

finally stopped talking about it, and just did it, not ritually but for real.   

The genius of ancestors who practiced initiation ceremonies is that they exposed and revealed the truth 

about pain in a sacred space, which makes all the difference in the world. Now pain is no longer a scary 

unknown, an unfortunate mistake, something we must change, but maybe an entranceway! As Eckhart 

Tolle says, “You do not need to be a Christian to understand the deep universal truth that is contained in 

symbolic form in the image of the cross.” [1] Before such transformative images, the worst things can 

become the best things.   

The initiation instinct realized that facing one’s death was the ultimate encounter with the sacred. 

Walking through one’s fear of the last thing becomes an encounter with the first thing. A person is then 

free to live, often for the first time outside of their head or their fear. Death encounters seem to be the 

primary way to build or rebuild a real life. Then life itself, in all its depth and beauty, becomes the 

unquestionable gift.   

 

 

 

 

Typically, Fr. Rohr follows his meditations with suggestions for applying the truths 

of the meditations, both within and without.  He calls this Practice.  The following 

Practice is written by him in response to the five difficult initiation messages 

developed in the preceding six meditations.  ~ Armed Freedom 
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Practice: Death and Life 

Before we share our practice over the next few weeks, we invite you to join us in prayer for all those 

who are suffering as a result of COVID-19, those who have already lost their lives, and those who are 

healthcare workers attending to the sick. You can also dedicate your contemplative practice as a prayer 

for the benefit of all.   

God, we ask that all who are affected by this virus be held in your loving care. In this time of 

uncertainty, help us to know what is ours to do. We know you did not cause this suffering 

but that you are with us in it and through it. Help us to recognize your presence in acts of 

kindness, in moments of silence, and in the beauty of the created world. Grant peace and 

protection to all of humanity for their well-being and for the benefit of the earth.   

Death and life are two sides of the same coin; you cannot have one without the other.  

Christianity—as well as Buddhism and other religions—suggests that the pattern of transformation is not 

death avoided, but death transformed. . . Christians submit to trials and learn that the only trustworthy 

pattern of spiritual transformation is death and resurrection because Jesus told us that we must “carry 

the cross” with him. Buddhists do it because the Buddha very directly said that “life is suffering.” 

Buddhism teaches us to skillfully discern the source of suffering, detach from our expectations and 

resentments, and end all suffering. Today’s practice, from writer Gesshin Claire Greenwood, comes from 

the Buddhist tradition and asks us to practice releasing the thought that “things should not be this way.” 

Greenwood writes:  

Buddhist wisdom points to the reality that suffering is an enduring and continual part of 

being alive. . . We are often sheltered in our own kind of psychological palace where we are 

shielded from things like illness. Yet this kind of suffering can ultimately not be avoided. We 

will all, everyone one of us, face old age, sickness, and death. . . .  

. . . . . 

Personally, one of the most distressing things to me about the COVID-19 outbreak has been 

a feeling that “things should not be this way.” In reality, though, things are and always have 

been this way. . . . The suffering caused by illness and death is nothing new.  

. . . . . 

According to [a Buddhist] legend, there once was a woman who sought out the Buddha after 

losing her baby to illness. Crazy with grief, she asked him for medicine to bring her son back 

from the dead. He replied that he would give her this medicine if she brought him back a 

white mustard seed from the house of a family that had never experienced death.  

The woman went door to door, searching for a family untouched by the loss of a loved one.  

Of course, she could never find such a family. She realized that death touches everyone. And 

in realizing the universality of grief and death, her suffering lessened.  
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This story shows us that the feeling of “things should not be this way” is an additional and 

unnecessary pain on top of our inevitable suffering. We cannot avoid old age, sickness, and 

death, but we can remove the unnecessary assumption that things should be otherwise, and 

the psychic pain this assumption causes us. [1]  

 _______________ 

 [1] Gesshin Claire Greenwood, “Spiritual Advice for Fears of Pandemic,” from “Practicing in a 

Pandemic,” Tricycle: The Buddhist Review (March 13, 2020). 

https://tricycle.org/trikedaily/coronavirus-meditations 

Fr. Rohr’s comments are adapted from his series, “Death Transformed,” Daily Meditations 

(April 26, 2019).  They are available at: https://cac.org/death-transformed-2019-04-26/   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tricycle.org/trikedaily/coronavirus-meditations
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Reality Initiating Us: 

Part Two 
NOTE:  The following six articles are all written by Fr. Richard Rohr 

Center for Action and Contemplation 

CAC.org 

Five Consoling Messages  
Sunday,  April 5, 2020 
 
For you have died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. When Christ who is your life appears, then 
you too will appear with him in glory. —Colossians 3:3-4  
  
In the larger-than-life, spiritually transformed people I have met, I always find one common 
denominator: in some sense, they have all died before they died. They have followed in the self-
emptying steps of Jesus, a path from death to life that Christians from all over the world celebrate this 
week. 
                                                                                                                                                                                          
At some point, such people were led to the edge of their private resources, and that breakdown, which 
surely felt like dying, led them into a larger life. They broke through in what felt like breaking down. 
Instead of avoiding a personal death or raging at it, they went through a death of their old, small self and 
came out the other side knowing that death could no longer hurt them. This process of transformation is 
known in many cultures as initiation. For many Christians, the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus is the 
preeminent example of this pattern. Following Jesus, we need to trust the down, and God will take care 
of the up. Although even there, we still must offer our yes. 
  
If the five truths of initiation from last week seemed demanding or negative, I want to also name the 
energizing source that makes them possible and that becomes their long-term effect. I call these 
consolations the “common wonderful,” the collective beauty and security that healthy people live 
within, no matter what words they use for it. Some have called the lessons “the five positive 
messages"; I am calling them the “five consoling messages.” The “common wonderful” is a cosmic egg of 
meaning that holds us, helps us grow, and gives us ongoing new birth and beginnings. It is our matrix for 
life, our underlying worldview, and the energy field that keeps us motivated each day. In some sense it 
must be held by at least a few people around you, or it is very difficult to sustain absolutely alone. 
Perhaps such people are “the two or three” gathered in Jesus’ name (Matthew 18:20). 
  
The five consoling messages must be a part of our inner experience, something we know to be true for 
ourselves, not something we believe because others have told us to. These five messages, which will 
form the basis of the Daily Meditations this week, can be described using New Testament quotes 
(although there are similar messages in all the great religious traditions): 

1. It is true that life is hard, and yet my yoke is easy and my burden is light (Matthew 11:28).   
2. It is true that you are not important, and yet do you not know that your name is written in 

heaven? (Luke 10:20).   
3. It is true that your life is not about you, and yet I live now not my own life, but the life of Christ 

who lives in me (Galatians 2:20).  
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4. It is true that you are not in control, and yet can any of you, for all of your worrying, add a single 
moment to your span of life? (Luke 12:26).   

5. It is true that you are going to die, and yet neither death nor life. . . can ever come between us and 
the love of God (Romans 8:38-39).  

 
 
 
 
Death Transformed 
Sunday,  April 12, 2020 
Easter Sunday 

 [Rise up] O sleeper, awake!  

Rise from the dead, for I am the life of the dead.   

Rise up, work of my hands, for you were created in my image.   

Rise, let us leave this place, for you are in me and I am in you.  

Together . . . we cannot be separated! [1]  

I believe the Christian faith is saying that the pattern of transformation is always death transformed, not 
death avoided. The universal spiritual pattern is death and resurrection, or loss and renewal, if you 
prefer. That is always a disappointment to humans, because we want one without the other—
transformation without cost or surrender. 

We ordinarily learn to submit and surrender to this scary pattern only when reality demands it of 
us, as it is doing now. Christians are helped by the fact that Jesus literally submitted to it and came out 
more than okay. Jesus is our guide, the “pioneer and perfecter of our faith,” as the Letter to the 
Hebrews puts it (12:2). 

Each time we surrender, each time we trust the dying, we are led to a deeper level. We are grounded for 
a while, like an electric wire, so there is less resistance and more available energy to trust it the next 
time. Yet it is still invariably a leap of faith, a walk through some degree of darkness. 

There is something essential that we only know by dying. We really don’t know what life is until we 
know what death is. Divine Life is so big, so deep, and so indestructible, that it is able to include death.   

In her March Newsletter from The Omega Center, entitled “Hope in a Time of Crisis,” Franciscan sister 
and scientist Ilia Delio wrote:   
Christianity can help us realize that death and resurrection are part of the evolutionary path toward 
wholeness; letting go of isolated existence for the sake of deeper union. Something dies but something 
new is born—which is why the chaos of our times is, in a strange way, a sign of hope; something new is 
being born within. Out of chaos, a star is born. Breakdown can be break through if we recognize a new 
pattern of life struggling to emerge.  
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We may find Ilia’s words challenging but I hope we also find them encouraging—reminding us to look for 
new signs of life and new ways of being, today and in the days to come.   

 
 
 

The “Backside” of God  
Monday,  April 13, 2020 

I feel a deep solidarity with individuals throughout the world who are wrestling with health issues. In 
2016, I was diagnosed with prostate cancer and underwent a complete prostatectomy. The wisdom 
lessons that God offered me before, during, and after the surgery were pretty much constant. The 
experiences were initially disempowering, sometimes scary in their immediacy, and only in hindsight 
were they in any way empowering. Prayer was both constant and impossible for much of this period. 

About ten days after the surgery, during my attempt at some spiritual reading, I opened the Bible to an 
obscure passage in the Book of Exodus. Moses asks YHWH to “Show me your glory” (33:18), and YHWH 
shows it in a most unusual way: “I shall place you in the cleft of the rock and shield you with my hand 
until I have passed by. Then I shall take my hand away, and you will see my backside, but my face will 
not be seen” (33:22–23). In several sermons, I have used that verse to teach that our knowledge of God 
is indirect at best, and none of our knowledge is fully face-to-face. God is always and forever Mystery. All 
we see is the “backside” of God. 

During that time, it was not the indirectness that hit me in this passage, but the directness! My best 
spiritual knowing almost always occurs after the fact, in the remembering—not seen “until God has 
passed by.” I realized that in the moments of diagnosis, doctor’s warnings, waiting, delays, and the 
surgery itself, I was as fragile, scared, and insecure as anybody would be. If I could stay with the full 
narrative all the way into and through, only afterward could I invariably see, trust, and enjoy the 
wonderful works of God (mirabilia Dei).  

The foundation of faith is the ability to look at our entire salvation history and then trust that this 
pattern would never—could never—change! It is largely after the fact that faith is formed—and 
gloriously transmuted into hope for the future. Only after the fact can you see that you were being held 
and led during the fact. During the fact, you do not enjoy or trust your own strength at all, in fact, quite 
the opposite. You just cry out in various ways. Then God, for some wonderful reason, is able to fill the 
gap. 
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Why Suffering? 
Tuesday,  April 14, 2020 

 Sooner or later, the heart of everybody’s spiritual problem is “What we do with our pain? Why is there 

evil? Why is there suffering?” Job begs God for an answer to this mystery, and he can’t get one. He only 

begins to trust when he no longer feels ignored, when he knows that God is taking him seriously and 

that he is “part of the conversation” (see Job 42). When Jesus later becomes the answer in his own 

passion, death, and resurrection, he discovers what Job finally experienced: in the midst of suffering, 

God can be trusted. The world is still safe, coherent, and even blessed. 

We are “saved” by being addressed and included in a cosmic conversation. We do not really need 
answers; we need only to be taken seriously as part of the dialogue. But we usually only know this in 
hindsight after the suffering and the struggle. It cannot be known beforehand, not theoretically or 
theologically. Our knowledge of God is participatory. God refuses to be intellectually “thought,” and is 
only known in the passion and pain of it all, when the issues become soul-sized and worthy of us. 

Jesus says, “There’s only one sign I’m going to give you: the sign of the prophet Jonah” (see Luke 11:29, 
Matthew 12:39, 16:4). Sooner or later, life is going to lead us (as it did Jesus) into the belly of the beast, 
into a situation that we can’t fix, can’t control, and can’t explain or understand. That’s where 
transformation most easily happens. That’s when we’re uniquely in the hands of God. Right now, it 
seems the whole world is in the belly of the beast together. But we are also safely held in the loving 
hands of God, even if we do not yet fully realize it. 

All of us experience the absurd, the tragic, the nonsensical, the unjust, but we do not all experience pain 
in the same way, so try not to judge others too harshly for their reactions. We don’t know what has 
brought them to this point. However, if we could see all our wounds as the way through to their 
transformative effect, as Jesus did, then they would become “sacred wounds” and not something to 
deny, disguise, or export to others.   

The genius of Jesus’ teaching is that he reveals that God uses tragedy, suffering, pain, betrayal, and 
death itself, not to wound or punish us, but to bring us to a Larger Identity: “Unless the single grain of 
wheat loses its shell, it remains just a single grain” (see John 12:24). The shell must first crack for the 
expanded growth to happen. In such a divine economy, everything can be transmuted, everything can 
be used, and nothing is wasted.    
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The Prayer of Francis and Clare  
Wednesday,  April 15, 2020 

Both St. Francis of Assisi (1182–1226) and St. Clare (1194–1253) let go of their fear of suffering; any need 
for power, prestige, and possessions; and any need for their small self to be important. By doing so they 
came to know who they really were in God—and thus who they objectively were.   

Such a profound ability to change is often the fruit of suffering and various forms of poverty.  The small 
self does not surrender without a fight to its death. If we understand suffering to be whenever we are 
not in control, then we see why some form of suffering is absolutely necessary to teach us how to live 
beyond the illusion of control and to give that control back to God and the flow of reality.   

This counterintuitive insight surely explains why these two medieval dropouts—Francis and Clare - tried 
to invite us all into their happy run downward, to that place of “poverty” and powerlessness where all of 
humanity finally dwells anyway. They voluntarily leapt into the very fire from which most of us are trying 
to escape, with total trust that Jesus’ way of the cross could not, and would not, be the wrong path.   

By God’s grace, they believed that they could trust the eventual passing of all things, and where they 
were passing to. They did not wait for liberation later—after death—but grasped it here and now.   

Franciscan Sister Ilia Delio writes:  
[Francis’] life indicates to us that if we persevere in prayer we will find God in the center of our lives and 
the bitter will become sweet [as when Francis kissed the leper]; however, if we stay on the plain of 
mediocrity then the bitter may remain bitter. To trust in the power of God’s grace through darkness, 
isolation, bitterness, and rejection is to be on the way to becoming prayer because it is the way to 
freedom in God. For prayer, that deep relationship of God breathing in us, requires change and 
conversion. And where there is change, there is the letting go of the old and the giving birth to the new. 
To pray is to be open to the new, to the future in God. The way to life passes through change and 
ultimately the change from death to life. Prayer is the way to life because in prayer we are invited to 
change and to grow in love. [1]   

I find myself in prayer much of the time right now, not simply because of the limitations of our current 
circumstances, but because I want to be a witness to such divine freedom. I believe it is this kind of 
prayer that may keep us from simply hoping things quickly return to “normal” (though that is a 
comforting thought to many) and instead praying for the courage to “change and grow in love.” Such 
courage is surely what we and the world truly need.   
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Mystical Hope    
Thursday,  April 16, 2020 

 Hope is the main impulse of life. —Ilia Delio, OSF [1] 

Because we are so quickly led to despair, most of us cannot endure suffering for long without some sliver 
of hope or meaning. However, it is worth asking ourselves about where our hope lies. My friend and 
colleague Cynthia Bourgeault makes a powerful distinction between what she calls ordinary hope, “tied 
to outcome . . . . an optimistic feeling . . . because we sense that things will get better in the future” and 
mystical hope “that is a complete reversal of our usual way of looking at things. Beneath the ‘upbeat’ 
kind of hope that parts the seas and pulls rabbits out of hats, this other hope weaves its way as a quiet, 
even ironic counterpoint.” She writes, 

We might make the following observations about this other kind of hope, which we will call mystical 
hope. In contrast to our usual notions of hope: 

1. Mystical hope is not tied to a good outcome, to the future. It lives a life of its own, seemingly 
without reference to external circumstances and conditions. 

2. It has something to do with presence—not a future good outcome, but the immediate experience 
of being met, held in communion, by something intimately at hand. 

3. It bears fruit within us at the psychological level in the sensations of strength, joy, and 
satisfaction: an “unbearable lightness of being.” But mysteriously, rather than deriving these gifts 
from outward expectations being met, it seems to produce them from within. . . 

[It] is all too easy to understate and miss that hope is not intended to be an extraordinary infusion, but 
an abiding state of being. We lose sight of the invitation—and in fact, our responsibility, as stewards of 
creation—to develop a conscious and permanent connection to this wellspring. We miss the call to 
become a vessel, to become a chalice into which this divine energy can pour; a lamp through which it 
can shine. . . . 

We ourselves are not the source of that hope; we do not manufacture it. But the source dwells deeply 
within us and flows to us with an unstinting abundance, so much so that in fact it might be more 
accurate to say we dwell within it. . . . 

The good news is that this deeper current does exist and you actually can find it. . . . For me the journey 
to the source of hope is ultimately a theological journey: up and over the mountain to the sources of 
hope in the headwaters of the Christian Mystery. This journey to the wellsprings of hope is not 
something that will change your life in the short range, in the externals. Rather, it is something that will 
change your innermost way of seeing. From there, inevitably, the externals will rearrange.  . . . The 
journey to the wellsprings of hope is really a journey toward the center, toward the innermost ground of 
our being where we meet and are met by God.  
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CONGRATULATIONS - YOU’RE LOOKING AT THE LAST PAGE! 

WE THOUGHT YOU MIGHT LIKE THESE “OUTTAKES” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CAUTION! 

 

THERE ARE LOTS OF WAYS TO DEAL 

WITH BEING COOPED UP FOR SO 

LONG DURING THIS PANDEMIC. 

TO BE FRANK . . . 

WELL, PLEASE DON’T! 
(sorry) 


